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Dear Revox Partner,

 
we are continuously expanding and improving our product range and are pleased to be able to offer you
new and additional installation housings for our Inwall and Inceiling built-in speakers.
These offer the possibility to plan and implement installations even better and more diversely.
You will find all the information in this INFO-Letter.

NOTE: Please also observe the notes on the previous installation housings listed below.

Kind regards
 
Your
Revox Team

 

PRODUCT DETAILSPRODUCT DETAILS

Euroboxx SeriesEuroboxx Series
Application: Cast-in enclosure (mostly for ceilings).
The new generation Euroboxx is characterised by
improved airborne and structure-borne sound
insulation and acoustic properties. In addition, the
enclosure feet have been revised, which has also
changed the overall height. You can find all details
in the data sheet on our support page or download
it here.

https://news.revox.com/c/39/6268275/0/0/0/363365/34425a58ba.html
https://news.revox.com/mailing/39/6268275/0/cc39c7133c/index.html
https://news.revox.com/c/39/6268275/0/0/0/363367/e91e6f4d7a.html
https://news.revox.com/c/39/6268275/0/0/0/363369/a01bfd69cf.html
https://news.revox.com/c/39/6268275/0/0/0/363349/8d9c405fa9.html


Wallboxx SeriesWallboxx Series
Application: masonry and concrete walls.
This type of recessed enclosure is new in the range
and has been specially developed for walls. Due to
the smaller construction depth, this product is
ideally suited for walls.
You can find all details in the data sheet on our
support page or download it here.

Secoboxx SeriesSecoboxx Series
Application: Wall- and ceiling-mounted enclosures
for suspended ceilings and drywalls.
This type of recessed enclosure is new to the range
and has been specially developed for "free" cavities.
This enclosure offers the built-in loudspeaker
optimum protection against dust, insects and
trickling. In addition, it can be used as a placeholder
and orientation aid during drywall construction and
prevents unwanted noise caused by direct contact
with the loudspeaker by foreign objects (loose
cables, fastening elements and the like).
You can find all details in the data sheet on our
support page or download it here.

Price ListPrice List

Until a new picture price list is published, you can use the additional price list, which is available for
download here.

Availability of the new and previous installation housingsAvailability of the new and previous installation housings

The new installation housings can be ordered immediately.
There is still a remaining stock of the previous installation housings in our warehouse. Please refer to the
next chapter.

IMPORTANT:IMPORTANT: planned projects with previous Euroboxxes planned projects with previous Euroboxxes
The construction height of the new Euroboxx generation differs from the previous ones. If a ceiling or
static planning has been made on current or planned construction sites, it is relevant to install the
correct installation housings!
The previous Euroboxxes are still available. If you have a project where the previous Euroboxxes are
indispensable, make sure they are available.

https://news.revox.com/c/39/6268275/0/0/0/363345/e64b5d2a4c.html
https://news.revox.com/c/39/6268275/0/0/0/363353/52b612352a.html
https://news.revox.com/c/39/6268275/0/0/0/363357/0638595860.html


 

DSP Settings in the Multiuser System

 

EuroboxxEuroboxx

For the new Euroboxx, the corresponding speaker type and the speaker position "cabinet" can be selected
in the Configurator. The speaker position selection will be renamed and adapted in a coming Multiuser 3.0
update (according to the available installation housings).

 

WallboxxWallboxx

Since the volume of the new Wallboxx is practically identical to the Euroboxx, the corresponding speaker
type and the speaker position "cabinet" can be selected in the Configurator. The Speaker Position selection
will be renamed and adapted (according to the available installation housings) in an upcoming Multiuser
3.0 update.

 

SecoboxxSecoboxx

This enclosure type is acoustically irrelevant. This means that one uses the corresponding speaker type in
the Configurator together with the speaker position "free air".
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